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Abstract

Figure 1. a kind of novel multifunctional Regenerated bacterial
cellulose/MXene (rBC/MXene) composite hydrogel with good flexibility,
biodegradability, electroactivity, and favorable biocompatibility. This
electroactive hydrogel is an appealing candidate as a wound dressing for
skin wound healing, while also realizing a local delivery of electrical
stimulation (ES) at the wound site to electrically regulate skin cell behaviors
for accelerating the wound healing process.

Results

Results

Proliferation activity of NIH3T3 Cells
under external ES

Figure 3. Electrostimulation of NIH3T3 cells on
different hydrogels with varying ES potentials. (a)
Schematics of high-throughput electrical stimulation.
(b) LSCM images of Live/Dead staining. Scale bar:
100 μm. (c) The number and d) viability of NIH3T3
cells on various hydrogels after 3 days of culture and
electrostimulation.

Wound healing effects of the
rBC/MXene hydrogel under ES

Figure 4. (a) Photographs of wounds on day 0, 3,
7, 14, and granulation tissue on day 14 from the
different treated groups (Granulation tissue: red
arrows). Scale bar: 500 μm. (b) Wound area as a
function of time for each treated group. (c)
Granulation tissue thickness on day 14 for each
treated group.

Characterizations of rBC/MXene composite hydrogels

Figure 5. (a) Histological Evaluation of Regenerated tissues. (b) Quantification of CD31positive microvessels on day 14 after different treatments. (c) Analysis of gene expressions
of TGF-� , EGF, and VEGF growth factors on day 14 after different treatments

Conclusions

 A new class of hydrogels based on regenerated bacterial cellulose and MXene was
first developed by physical and chemical dual crosslinking.
 The as-prepared rBC/MXene composite hydrogels present multifunctional properties
including desired mechanical property, favorable flexibility, good biodegradability,
and high water-uptake capacity. Especially, the rBC/MXene-2% hydrogel exhibits the
highest electrical conductivity, and the best biocompatibility.
Figure 2. Mechanical properties, electrical conductivity, and biodegradable
properties. (a) Compressive stress–strain curves, (b) Compressive modulus, (c)
Tensile stress–strain curves, and (d) Young’s modulus of rBC-based hydrogels.
(e) The state of an LED in a BC/MXene-2% hydrogel connected circuit. (f) The
electric conductivity of rBC-based hydrogels. (g) Optical microscopy images
and (h) Total sugar content in the cellulase solution after rBC and rBC/MXene2% hydrogels were degraded by cellulase at different time intervals.
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 Coupling with ES, the rBC/MXene hydrogel can significantly enhance the
proliferation activity of NIH3T3 cells and significantly accelerate the wound healing
process, which holds a great promise as wound dressing for skin wound healing.
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